
00004663 Monitor Holder for Streaming Setup, 4 Arms, Height-adjustable, Swivel

Monitor Arm

Highlightstext:

- For more ergonomics, comfort and space at the desk - universally use for live streaming, gaming, meetings, recordings, etc.
- Perfect for the next streaming or gaming session: whether webcam, microphone, smartphone or tablet, ring light or camera, monitor or
laptop, there is room for a lot of streaming equipment on the four arms, making it ideal for bloggers, streamers, gamers and so on
- For an ergonomic workstation: the streaming arm adapts to your personal requirements and posture. Whether you need stepless height
adjustability, swivel and tilt functions, pull-out capability or portrait or landscape formats, this is how ergonomics works in the office and
home office while gaming
- Space for two monitors: the monitor arms be used for all common screen sizes with a diagonal of 33 - 81 cm (13 - 32") and up to a weight
of 8 kg per arm
- Unusual recording angle: Streaming light or camera can be rotated and tilted thanks to tripod ball head - for the perfect streaming setup
- Always the perfect recording position: Portrait and landscape format thanks to swivelling smartphone and tablet holder
- For tidy workstations: Cable management guides the monitor cable tidily behind the screen, avoiding cable spaghetti and saving space.
The cable guide also protects the cable against breakage thanks to strain relief
- Fast and straightforward desktop installation: The monitor holder is attached to the desk in an instant with the clamping screw. VESA
makes installing the screen easier - first put the VESA plate on the monitor, then hook it in the screen holder, and you're done
- Individually usable streaming tripod with 4 height-adjustable arms and various accessories included - perfect for streaming setup, as a live
stream studio and for gaming, for vloggers and streaming sessions on Twitch, YouTube, etc., as an ergonomic workstation in the office or
home office, etc.
- Work, game and surf while protecting your back: inexpensively and ergonomically retrofit your desk with the streaming arm, making it
ideal for hours-long gaming sessions too
- Gas lift arm and fixed arm for the installation of two TFT/LCD/LED monitors or one monitor and one laptop, thanks to supplied notebook
holder
- Microphone arm with alternative option for attaching a tablet or smartphone holder using the 1/4" thread adapter included
- Arm with ball head (1/4") for e.g. ring light or camera
- Only use the components you need: arms and holders can be removed or secured as required
- For clamping to desks up to 8.0 cm thick
- Compatible with screens with the following VESA standards: 75 x 75, 100 x 100
- Supplied foam for the clamp holder protects your desk from scratches and traces of wear

- Colour: Black
- Product Division: PC & Notebook
- Shade of colour: Black
- Ergonomics: Height adjustable
- Maximum load per monitor arm: 8 kg
- Max. Monitor Size: 81 cm
- VESA Standard: 100 x 100, 75 x 75
- Recommended Maximum Screen Size: 81 cm (32")
- Recommended Minimum Screen Size: 33 cm (13")
- Recommended Screen Size: 33 - 81 cm (13-32")

Technical characteristics:

- 1 monitor holder
- 1 laptop holder
- 1 smartphone / tablet holder
- 1 microphone holder
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- 1 instruction manual
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